
FORMS OF BUSINESS OWNERSHIP

Free business plan tutorial provides expert advice, tools for budding entrepreneurs about how to start your own
business: Types of Business Ownership.

Owners of an LLC referred to as "members" are not personally responsible for an LLC's debts so long as they
did not provide personal collateral or other personal guarantees to back the funding. Because of this, it's
important to take the time to better understand each option before making your decision. Note that an LLC is
different than a limited partnership and requires different filings to create. An LLC may elect to be taxed as a
sole proprietorship, a partnership, or a corporation. Weigh the advantages and disadvantages of different
business types against the business outline you've created. Do you want to avoid special taxes? You also have
to rely on your own resources for financing: in effect, you are the business and any money borrowed by the
business is loaned to you personally. A large business has or more paid employees. This business structure is
used most by professionals, such as accountants and lawyers. Their business and personal assets are at risk.
The flip side of enjoying complete control is having to supply all the different talents that may be necessary to
make the business a success. It is often quite difficult to prevent self-interest from entering into these
situations. Massachusetts Trust A Massachusetts Trust is an incorporated business with the property being
held and managed by the trustees for the shareholders. Joint ventures are another form of partnership, though
they are typically created with a specific goal or a limited time frame in mind instead of being created to
operate indefinitely. Some businesses begin as partnerships and then evolve into more complex business
entities as time goes by. Search Types of Business Ownership: Everything You Need to Know It is important
that you choose the right structure for your business as the type of structure you choose will affect how your
business is organized, taxed, and handled. Accordingly, this publication defines an SME small-to-medium
enterprise as a business establishment with 1â€” paid employees, more specifically: A small business has 1 to
99 paid employees. A person or group of persons licensed or otherwise legally authorized to render
professional services, as defined in RCW  Nonprofit Corporation A nonprofit organization is one that operates
to benefit the general public. Types of Partnerships that should be considered: General Partnership. Charitable
activities may require additional registration. The general partners manage the business and share fully in its
profits and losses. Its rapid growth was fueled in part by changes in state statutes that permit a limited liability
company to have just one member. Corporation A corporation is a business organization that has a separate
legal personality from its owners.


